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Analog photographs 
Since the invention of photography in 1826 the image has been stored via a chemical 
process on glass, film and paper. The visual quality of the image improves as the “grain” 
gets finer.

Digital photographs 
Images are captured on a series of electronic photodetectors and the image is most 
commonly stored on removable flash memory cards. The visual quality of the image 
improves as the number of pixels increase. 

For example 2048 × 1536 = 3,145,728 or 3.1 megapixels
Compact cameras now commonly have 10 megapixels and digital SLRs up to 24 
megapixels.

Digital photographs File Types
The most commonly used file type is JPG or JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group)

Downloading to Computer
The usual method is to connect the camera to the computer via the supplied USB cable. 
Your computer will recognise the connection and the camera memory will appear as an 
external disk drive. An alternative method is to take the flash card out of the camera and 
insert into the computer. Either way the photographs can be simply copied to the computer 
like any other file.

Managing the photos on the Computer
Create a new folder within MY PICTURES. Click into MY PICTURES then create a new 
folder called HOLIDAY IN MAJORCA 2012 or whatever describes the current subject. 
Ensure the photos are downloaded into that folder.  Now change the file name of ALL the 
photos from the default i.e. DSC12345.JPG to something meaningful by LEFT clicking on 
the first picture in the folder then click CTRL and A which will highlight them all.
RIGHT click on first photo and select RENAME. Type HOLIDAY IN MAJORCA 2012 and 
all the photos will be renamed with a sequential number afterwards.
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Editing the photographs
Use the photo editing software already on your computer, for example Microsoft Photo 
Gallery (or Microsoft Paint on XP). There are numerous editing programs and the top of 
the range for professionals is Photoshop at £600+. The amateur version is Photoshop 
Elements 11 which is £63.

Or use a FREE online service for example http://apps.pixlr.com/editor/

Printing photographs
Use Asda, Tesco, Boots etc. in store services, or online services for prints, photo books 
and more at  www.photobox.co.uk  or  www.uphotobooks.com  or  www3.snapfish.co.uk

Backing Up photographs Use https://www.google.com/photos
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